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(some helpful hints starring the 3 Annas)
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When you sign into Zoom, using the link or the Meeting ID and 
Password provided to you upon registration, you’ll see something like 

this (but just one Anna!).

speaker (Anna)

😄 ☺

host’s controls (you 
won’t see these)

other users (their video or just their name will appear)



If you hover the cursor over the 
window, you’ll see various options:

😃🤓

CHAT: click here to open 
the chat to send a 

question/comment and 
see others’ questions

you can switch between SPEAKER VIEW 
(what you’re seeing here), or GALLERY 

VIEW (to see all participants)

click END or 
LEAVE if you 
need to go, or 
just quit Zoom

MUTE/UNMUTE (when I begin 
the talk I will mute everyone, but 

you can choose if you’d like to 
unmute yourself during the Q&A 

at the end

VIDEO: I’d love to see you at the 
beginning and the end, but during 
the talk, I’ll ask you to please turn 

your video off.

these options 
will be disabled



You can also open the chat to write comments/questions and see 
other users’ contributions

CHAT: click here to open

Type your comment here 
(select ‘Everyone’ so that 
all particpants can see, or 
click to choose ‘Private 

Message’ if you just want 
to send something to me)
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Here’s a screenshot I took from a Zoom meeting I was in 
recently (in Gallery View)



I will be sharing my screen with you, and you have 
various options on how you’d like to view it.

(please ignore this tab 
- you won’t see it)

You can see the 
speaker (me) and 
other users here



Just the speaker

You can see the 
speaker (me) and 
other users here

No one

You have 3 viewing options (just click the 
       ,      ,  or       in the upper left corner)



Zoom + Smartphone
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I am using an iPhone, but you should have similar options no matter 
what kind of smartphone you have.

😄You

Speaker (me!)

You

Speaker (me!)

😄

🤓 🤩

other participants

To switch between SPEAKER VIEW and GALLERY VIEW, just swipe.  The middle 
choice should be SPEAKER VIEW, and the far right choice should be GALLERY 

VIEW.  The screen furthest left is SAFE DRIVING MODE.

(here you’re on the 2nd 
of 3 screen viewing 

options - note the dots)

and here, the 3rd



To switch between SPEAKER VIEW and GALLERY VIEW, just swipe.  The middle 
choice should be SPEAKER VIEW, and the far right choice should be GALLERY 

VIEW.  The screen furthest left is SAFE DRIVING MODE.

screen furthest to 
the left

you can’t see 
anything but you 

will be able to 
hear the audio

you’ll use the 
microphone 

control on the 
other screens 

though (see next 
slides)



If you tap your screen once, you’ll see other options appear

😄You

Speaker (me!)

MUTE/UNMUTE (when I begin 
the talk I will mute everyone, but 

you can choose if you’d like to 
unmute yourself during the Q&A 

at the end

VIDEO: I’d love to see you at the 
beginning and the end, but during 
the talk, I’ll ask you to please turn 

your video off.

this option will 
be disabled

click LEAVE if you need 
to go (you’ll automatically 
be signed out when I end 

the meeting

MORE: see next slide!

this will switch your camera from 
front to back camera (keep 

focused on YOU, ie, front camera)



don’t worry about these 
other buttons, but hit 

CANCEL to hide menu

CHAT: click here 
to open the chat

Type your 
comment here 

(select ‘Everyone’ 
so that all 

particpants can 
see, or click to 
choose ‘Private 
Message’ if you 

just want to send 
something to me)

The MORE button will show you this menu:

the 3 
means 

there are 3 
messages in 

the chats

Tap CLOSE to 
go back to the 
Zoom meeting



If a text comes in, 
you can just ignore 
it, or click on the 
banner to read it.

This shows that 
there are 

messages in the 
chat. Open to add 

a question/
comment or to 

read other 
comments (or 
wait until the 

Q&A!) 

😄

😄

😄



Better viewing when you rotate 
your phone horizontally!

Speaker

😄

You

😄
You

Speaker (me!)

GALLERY VIEW

GALLERY VIEW

SPEAKER VIEW 😄

YouSpeaker

😎
participant

😎

participant



When I’m sharing 
my screen, you 

can toggle 
between viewing 
the slideshow in 

full screen or 
seeing the speaker 
in full screen.  Just 

touch the little 
image here to 
switch views.

speaker

speaker

slideshow

slideshow



Again, consider holding your phone horizontally during 
the slideshow part at least!



If you exit Zoom accidentally, 
don’t panic!  just look for this 

green phone in the upper left.  Tap 
it and you’ll be back in Zoom.



Zoom + Tablet
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I am using an iPad, but you should have similar options no matter what kind of tablet you have.

🤓
🤓 🤩☺

You

Speaker (me!)

SPEAKER VIEW

Speaker (me!)

another participant

click LEAVE if you need 
to go (you’ll automatically 
be signed out when I end 

the meeting

switch between 
SPEAKER VIEW and 

GALLERY VIEW

this will switch your 
camera from front to back 
camera (keep focused on 
YOU, ie, front camera)

MUTE/UNMUTE 
(when I begin the talk I 

will mute everyone, 
but you can choose if 
you’d like to unmute 
yourself during the 

Q&A at the end

VIDEO: I’d love to see you at the 
beginning and the end, but during 
the talk, I’ll ask you to please turn 

your video off.

MORE 
(please 

see next 
slide)



don’t worry about these 
other buttons. Click 

anywhere on the screen 
to hide menu.

CHAT: click here 
to open the chat

Type your comment here 
(select ‘Everyone’ so that all 
particpants can see, or click 
to choose ‘Private Message’ 

if you just want to send 
something to me). You can 

wait until the end of the talk 
to open the chat.

a number in a red 
box means there are 
messages in the chats

🤓

☺



If a text comes in, 
you can just ignore 
it, or click on the 
banner to read it.

😎



You have 3 viewing options:

Just the speaker
You can see the 

speaker (me) and 
other users here

No one

+

–

click to view speaker and (some) users

click to view just the speaker; click again 
to view no one

click to expand options

😄 😎

1 2

3



If you exit Zoom accidentally, don’t panic!  Just look for this 
red microphone (or some sort of new symbol) in the 

upper right.  Tap it and you’ll be back in Zoom.


